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How to make great art without giving a shit about 

who likes it

Roger Robinson

There is a Steve Jobs quote that goes: Don’t let the noise of other’s opinions 

drown out your own inner voice. I love that quote because it reminds me to 

straighten up and get to work regardless of what anybody else thinks. In my 

life as an artist, my most epic failures have been when I’ve been thinking: 

What will people think about this? How will this be received? Am I in the 

zone of what’s currently popular? Only to find, when the work was finished, 

that all I had was a stack of middle-of-the-road garbage that was completely 

ignored by audiences and that actually bored me – and I had made it. I had 

to get to a point in my process from which I didn’t give a shit what anyone 

thought about it. I had to be able to constantly add risk, interest and innova-

tion to the process without becoming fixated on how the output would be 

perceived. In fact, I had to take my mind off what the end product would be, 

never mind how it would be liked. This freed me up to make some of the 

best and lasting of my artistic work. So here’s a few pointers if you’re going 

to head in that direction.   

1. You need to turn your attention to the process: you’ve got to enjoy it 

and that’s the most important thing. If you’re making art with a fear of the 

opinions of others, then you might as well be collaborating with the whole 

world – which has no clue about your experiences, vision, truth, or life. I’ve 

talked to artists who have become paralysed by some negative comments 

online. They even indulge in the pointless exercise of defending their work 

on social media. I’ve tried to explain to them that when people don’t like 

your work what happens is they just ignore it. It’s that silence that happens 
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when people don’t like what you do. But don’t worry about it, move on. Get 

back into your process, make it more expansive, make it more challenging, 

make it speak more to your truth. 

2. What are you actually in this for? If you’re in this for likes, or for people 

to like you, then you need to sort yourself out. You are separate from your 

art. You are animating your truth through your art, through your practice, but 

your art is the artefact. When people criticize your art, it does not mean that 

they are criticizing you as a person.

3. Giving a shit about who likes it, makes you make stupid decisions about 

what people want as opposed to what the art needs. You have to have a 

robust artistic vision in order to make great art. Trust me, only great art can 

change the world. When you choose to self-identify as an artist and not to 

identify with the audience, fans or crowd, that’s when you can get down 

to some serious artistic thinking. If that process is amazing and free and 

challenging and surprising and rigorous then, more likely than not, the art 

will be, too. 
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